
MORE FAVORITES

 RATCHETING Part#: 211R2C36RD

Part#: 151SSSTAINLESS STEEL

Palm-saver Cap™

In-handle bit storage that provides
quick and efficient access to 14 of

the most popular bits.

Retractable Bit
Cartridge

Ultra-strong 
TRIAX™ Handle
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FEEL THE MEGAPRO ADVANTAGE

THE ORIGINAL MEGAPRO 15-IN-1 

For over 25 years the Megapro Original 15-in-1 Multi-bit screwdriver has been helping professionals and weekend warriors get the job
done. Made in the USA and Canada, our premium quality screwdrivers feature a winning combination of patented features that make all
the difference.  When you start using a Megapro – you’ll know.

Large, comfortable cap that
moves with your palm,

preventing blisters
Engineered from extra tough

Triax 1120 — we've never had a
handle come back broken.

EZ Guide Collar™

A fully-rotational collar ring
that helps maintain alignment
and provides greater control.

Alloy Steel Shaft with
1/4" Hex Nut Driver

This ultra strong shaft  is
molded directly into the

handle and includes a BONUS
nut driver directly within it. 

TAMPERPROOF

Essential for MRO professionals; this screwdriver contains 14 of the most
popular tamperproof bits including the Spanner and Torx Pin.

Featuring a 28-tooth precision ratcheting mechanism and a rubberized grip
for maximum torque — it's a game changer for comfort in use. 

All the benefits of the Original but with a stainless steel shaft and electroless
nickel-plated bits that are corrosion resistant.

Part#: 151TP

Part#: 151NAS

7 Double-ended Bits

Bits made with high-quality
S2 Steel are durable and built

to last.

ORIGINAL 8-IN-1 Part#: 8IN1NAS

A cost effective option with 7 of the most popular bit tips and the original
retractable bit cartridge and Palm-saver Cap™.

Megapro is a Registered Trademark of Winsire Enterprises Corp. 
Megapro products are manufactured under one or more of the following patents: US patent 7258046 US Patent 8122791B2          


